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Bed TM-D 4053 

Intensive care patient bed (with column motor) TM-D 4053  

 

Specifications 

TM-D 4053  

column motors & 4000 N power motors, all functions controlled hand & nurse control 

panel, electronic CPR, ABS cover.  

 

Intensive care patient bed (with column motor) TM-D 4053 

  

-          By means of column motors, trendelenburg and inverse trendelenburg 

movements can be made. 

-          The back part can be adjusted between 0 and 70 degrees by the motor with 

4000 N power. The back part prevents the patients from squeezing by sliding back 

during the lifting. 

-          The knee part may be adjusted between 0 and 35 degrees by the motor with 

4000 N power. 

-          Inverse v, fowler and vascular positions can be taken by the manual gear system in the foot part. 

-          All functions can be controlled by the hand control. 

-          All the controls can be obtained by the nurse panel placed in the foot part and besides the functions in the hand 

control may be locked by the locking system in the panel. 

-          An electronic CPR can be made in the emergencies by the CPR button on the nurse panel. 

-          The bad and the bottom chassis are all covered with ABS plastic material. 

-          The headboard of the bed is made up of ABS material and can be disassembled when required. 

-          The rails are in four pieces and can be closed or opened easily by means of the latches placed in the bottom 

part. 

-          The rails are produced with ABS plastic materials. 

-          There is an apparatus for hanging the serum, of which the height may be adjusted. This hanger can be fixed to 

the four corners. 

-          The wheels are covered with ABS, are antistatic, and two of them have braking mechanisms. 

-          There are four damper wheels, made up of PVC, elastic, can absorb the impacts, in four corners of the bed. 

-          All metal parts are covered with electrostatic powder paint. 
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT 

-          Battery 

-          Rontgen cassette place 

-          Traction (Balkan frame) 

-          Holding part 

-          Rail control 

-          Hand control with magnetic lock 

-          Central direction lock 

-          LCD TV apparatus. 

  

SIZE 

Width: 1100 mm – Length: 2100 mm – Height: 500 – 900 mm 

Head- foot- Fowler- reverse V- vascular- cardiac- height- trendelenburg- reverse trendelenburg  
 


